




.Get this Official
Bocfcy'Lane Posse
Shoulder Patch

-ly 10'
WtTH ONI LAREL
FROM CARNATION
MALTED MILK

ROCKY" LAM-Star of Salt Lake Raiders.
Don't miss this thrilling ft

Republic Pictures production.

• Brilliant colors

thstand at least

10 to 15 washing!

Amazing New Kind
of Patch

econdi to any light

Actual Siie— Actual Colors

"IT'S A BEAUTY,"SAYS "ROCKY"!

"It tells at a glance you're a pal
of mine. Make your friends envious.
Be the first in your gang to wear
my official Posse .Shoulder Patch.
And say, pardner. we hard ridin'
posse members got to have plenty

of energy. So fuel up regularly
with my favorite ... Carnation
Mailed Milk. Make 'em right at
home— easily, quicklv, often. Tell
Mom to get Carnation Malted Milk
at her grocer's today. And send for
my official "Rocky" Lane Posse
Shoulder Patch right away."

MAIL THIS COUPON NOW
Carnation Malted Milk
BOX 1030, HOLLYWOOD 2B, CALIFORNIA
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THE UNIVERSE

^E LATEST SCIENTIFIC THEORY IS

THAT JUST AS THERE ARE MANY NA-

TIONS ON EARTH, THERE ARE MAW
INHABITED WORLDS IN SPACE—
PERHAPS THOUSANDS OF OTHER
WORLDS AND CIVILIZATIONS /

•ObMEDAy SPACE SHIPS WILL
|

' ROCKET SACK AMD FORTH THROUGH

THE UNIVERSE. AND THEN, WHAT IF

THERE IS A FRIGHTFUL WAR OF
WORLDS ?

(Haunted ay this future threat,
,

A STPAN6E SOUL WANDERS THR0U6H

SPACE TO ORGANIZE THE CITIZENS 1

OF THE UNIVERSE .' AND WITH HIS

COMING TO EARTH, CAPTAIN MAR-
VEL IS HELPED TO UNCOVER THE

MOST DEADLY PLOT OF ALL TIME/

tHENEVER B1LLV BATSON,
FAMOUS BOV NEWSCASTER,

" SA/5 THE WORD "SHAZAM'HE

ISMICACULOUSLY CHANGED INTO

POWERFUL CAPTAIN MARVEL,

THE WORLD'S MIGHTIEST MORTAL

WHO COMBINES IN HIS MAGNIFI-

CENT PHYSIQUE THE POWERS OF

SIX OF THE MIGHTIEST HEROES
OF ALL TIME /

1 SUNDAV AFTERNOON IN THE

PARK IS A TIME OF PEACE
AND QUIET HAPPINESS FOR

MANY PEOPLE





WUY SUAVELYAPPROACHES/ AS BILLY SPEAKS THE
MASlC WSfiD, DOWN
FROM THE CLOUDS
COMES A FtASJJ OF,
*AGfC USHTNINS,
CHANSIMS THE BOY
NEWSCASTER INTO...

THAT POOR SIRL ' I'M

AWFULLY SORRY I '

,

FRIGHTENED HER SO-
I FEEL AWFULLY BAD.',

REALLY I DO.' I FEEL

HOIY MOLE// /N
5P/TE OFM/S FEAR-
FUL OUTWARP FORM,
THIS MONSTER
SEEMS- TO BE
KINDAND
GENTLE !
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ANOTHER JIM WISE P-F ADVENTURE

ONE PAY OUT WEST, THE
80TS AND I WERE A

EXPLORING A MY5TERIOUS
OLD GHOST-TOWN NEAR
ROCK CITY; WHEN 5UDDENLV-

WHAT JIM TOLD BOB ABOUT "P-F"

. THE ALL 'IMPORTANT *P-F
RIGID WEDGE KEEPS THE
BONES OF THE FEET IN
THEIR NATURAL,
NORMAL POSITION -

HELPS PREVENT
FOOT STRAIN

.

?P~f"means posture foundation

FCR EXTRA 5PEEP
ENERGY AND COMFORT,'
IN5I5T ON "P-,F

"

CANVAS SHOES. GET
YOUR "P-F"S TODAY

m WP-fCANI/AS SHOESf^i MADE ONLYBV
B.F. Goodrich ano
Hood Rubber Co.



THE

OF GREED

^AMMON IS THE MYTHICAL
GOD OF— NO, NOT MONEY—
BUT OF GREED FOR MONEY/
PLL1TUS IS THE TRUE SOD OF
WEALTH ITSELF.'

THE TWO ABE OFTEN CON-
FUSED, AND CAPTAIN MARVEL
NOW ENGAGES IN AN AD-
VENTURE WHICH POINTS
OUT THAT MONEY AND
RICHES, HONESTLY
ACQUIRED, ARE NOT EVIL./

BUT THOSE WHO FOLLOW
MAMMON GREEDY FOR
MONEy, HAVE WICKED
HEARTS .'

STERLING MORRIS, OWNER OF RADIO STATION WHIZ,

15 TAKING A TRIP TO EUROPE, AND HIS STAR Boy
NEWSCASTER, BILL/ BAT50N, IS SEEING HIM OFF/

1 BE BACK IN A MONTH, BUY.',,

WHILE I'M GONE MY FINANCIAL

MANAGER, JASON COX, WILL
HANDLE ALL My MONEy

,

MATTERS .'

ON HIS WAV BACK TO THE OFFICE, BILLY PONDERS
THE MANY FINE QUALITIES OF THE MAN UNDER
WHOM HE HAS WORKED FOP SOMAN/ YEARS/

MR. MORRIS IS A WONDERFUL MAN
AND A SWELL BOSS/ HE'S A MILLION-

AIRE, BUT HE MAKES USE OF HIS
" WEALTH WISELY .' HE RAYS EVERY-

ONE AT THE RADIO STATION
VERY GENEROUSLY/
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INVISIBLE DOOMT

• T the Universe Observatory, on the moon,
a g.ant telescope probed into the sky

with the power to detect any and all bodies
in space for billions of miles. If it could not

,

see them visually, it could record them by
radar. It was the wonder telescope of 2261 A.D.
The staff of astronomers was excited An

.

amazing new phenomenon had been discovered.
"It's an invisible comet!" said the chief

astronomer. "Speeding in from outer space
Unlike other comets, its tail shines only with
infra-red light, unseen to the eye. And the head
of the comet is a dense black, which can't be
seen against the blackness of space. It might
be a menace as it crosses through the solar
system, like an invisible bomb
At that moment, the orbit checker turned

from his complex mechanical brain machine,
yelling. "It is a menace, a bad one! It's head-
ing straight for Japetus, moon of Saturn It
will collide with Japetus in forty-eight hours !"

Faces turned to each other, stricken. ''And
on Japetus exists an Earth colony, which will
be wiped out when the comet strikes!"
The chief astronomer whirled to his visi-

phone and contacted the Headquarters of the
Space Police, giving the grim news. Head-
quarters then sent the warning over its inter-
planetary radio transmitter, which was able
to contact all the solar system. But there was
only one trouble—no reply came from Japetus
"Space static is drawing us out!" groaned

the Chief of the Space Police. "We're not
getting through. The people on Japetus are
going about their business, not knowing that
the invisible comet will smash down on them
in forty-eight hours! There's one mor«
chance . .

."

He turned and surveyed a huge map of the
eolar system, which was covered with pins
Each pin represented a ship of the Space
Police out pn duty. There was one pin cruising
between Jupher and Saturn. It was the nearest
one to the threatened world. It was labeled—
Lieutenant Jon Jarl.
Luckily, space static did not Interfere with

the message that Jon Jarl picked up later on
his radio. "Attention, Lieutenant Jon Jarl!
Invisible comet will collide with Japetus in
forty-eight hours! Radio warning to them

failed to get through. Fly there at top speed
and warn them in person! Hurry!"
Jon sat up, snapped a quick answer back

and leaped to his controls. The drum beat of
his rear rockets grew to a deafening clatter
as he drove his tiny ship toward Saturn at top
speed. K

"I'm a sort of Paul Revere," Jon mused grim-
ly. "But when I reach Japetus. instead of yell-
ing that the redcoats are coming, I'll be telling
them the invisible comet is coming! I'll get
there in twenty-four hours! That will give
them another twenty-four hours to evacuate
the planet. The crash will probably cause vio-
lent earthquakes and floods. But after it all
subsides, the Earth colony can return."
Without sleep, nursing more speed out of

his straining motor, Jon finally saw Japetus
loom before him. enlarging in space. There
was no sign of the onrushing comet. It was
invisible to the eye. It was like a thief in the
night, sneaking into the solar system.
Jon prepared for landing. He eased out his

breath. His rocket motor, driven relentlessly
for twenty-four hours, had held up. But sud-
denly there was a cough—a miss! Jon's heart
stopped as the motor spluttered wildly and
gave up with a tired sigh. And Jon had not
yet landed!

Frantically, he worked the air vanes and
managed to slant the ship down to avoid a
head-on crash with the ground. But the landing
was still a crashing, smashing nightmare. The
ship burst into flying pieces, and Jon's form
was flung through the air, to land in a clump
of bushes. Only this saved Jon from death.
Staggering to his feet, his uniform half

torn away and the rest hanging in rags, he
stared bewilderedly at the, smashed ship. Then
he stared around at the Japetus landscape,
puzzled. Finally, he looked down at hit own
scratched and bruised body. He felt a painful
lump on his head. There was a blank star*
in his eye. His voice came out in a croak.
"Wh-where am I? And—who am IT"
Jon Jarl had amnesia! His mind and memory

utterly blank, Jon staggered away from the
wreck. He didn't know who he was. He didn't
know where he was nor where he was going.
And worst of all. fa* didn't know that an
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invisible comet was streaking down toward
this world, due to land in twenty-four hours!

Jon Jarl had come to warn Japetus—only his

message would never be delivered.

Later, at the Earth colony, the tattered

figure arrived. People turned and stared. A
local policeman stopped Jon with the inevi-

table question. "Just a minute, stranger! Who
are you?"

"I— I don't know," Jon mumbled, shaking

"Where did you come from? What do you
want?"
Again Jon could only shake his head help-

lessly. "Amnesia!" said the policeman, sym-
pathetically. "But you must carry some sort

of papers or identification." The policeman
searched Jon. But his clothes were mere rags.

Jon's wallet and his identification papers had
all been lost at the wreck.

The policeman frowned, surveying his di*.

sheveled figure. "You must be some sort of

space hobo or tramp, I guess! Well, we don't

allow vagrants here—unless they do some
useful work. Come along, I'll put you to work."

Without a murmur of protest, Jon allowed

himself to be led away. He was given a meal
and a drab suit of clothes and put to work
sweeping up a small office in town. The office

was that of the local Space Policeman on duty

on Japetus. As Jon saw the bright uniform of

the officer, something stirred in his mind—and
then died out. Jon went on with his humble
janitorial duties.

The officer was talkative. "This is a boring

job,"' he yawned. "Nothing exciting ever hap-

pens on Japetus. It's always so quiet and safe."

Safe! The officer could not know that an

invisible comet was plunging down at them,

nearer and nearer each moment. Only Jon
knew—with his mind blank.

But the officer was wrong on another count.

There was more excitement in store for him.

The door suddenly burst open and two men
with guns charged in. The officer tried to draw,

but a quick shot spun his gun out of his hand.

"Okay, copper," rasped one of the men.

"We're crooks. We just came from Titan."

The officer grinned then. "What are you

going to steal here? There isn't a cent of loot

for you."

But the criminals moved purposefully. "We
want your Atomic Bomb, which all Space

Police officers have for emergencies. With that,

we're going to hustle back to Titan and blow

up the Interplanetary Bank, and loot it of a

cool billion!"

They took the officer's keys. The Atomic
Bomb was locked behind a steel door. But Jon
stood before that door, staring dumbly. "Out
of the way, you!" barked one criminal, When
Jon did not move quickly enough, the criminal

raised his gun and cracked it on Jon's skull.

Jon went down.
But as Jon lay on the floor, stunned, memory

flooded back! The second blow on his head
cancelled his amnesia ! Jon knew his name now,
his job, why he had come to Japetus ... a gasp
tore from Jon. The invisible comet! Due in

one hour! But first, what about the criminals?

His mind working with its former lightning

speed, Jon played possum till the thugs turned

their back on him. Then he leaped at them. A
quick and powerful judo hold flung one man
bodily against the other, and they both went
down, out cold.

"Good work!" yelled the officer. "For a

space tramp you sure used your head!"

"I'm no space tramp. I'm a Space Policeman
like yourself! And there's an invisible comet
plunging down on Japetus. I'll need the

Atomic Bomb!"
"What? Why you crazy, loco space hobo

—

•*

Jon saw that there was no use trying to ex-

plain to the officer. It all sounded too crazy 1

But time was slipping by, and doom was

approaching. Jon dashed by his fellow officer,

taking the Atomic Bomb with him!

Outside he leaped into the officer's small

space ship and rocketed away from Japetus.

Jon could not see the invisible comet, but his

sensitive radar unit picked it up. He hurled

down the Atomic Bomb. It struck squarely,

and a tremendous explosion rocked space.

Japetus was saved. But Jon and his borrowed

ship were again hurled down to the hard sur-

face.

A TATTERED figure again staggered into

the office of the Space Policeman. If

anything, Jon looked more like a space tramp

than before. The angry officer clapped him
behind bars.

Jon's story would not be believed until a

confirming message came through from
;

Earth.

"Oh well," Jon grinned, flopping back on the

bunk, "at least I can catch up on my sleep

now."

THE END

Follow the fantastic adventures of

JON JARL in every issue of CAPTAIN
MARVEL ADVENTURES!
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